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ABSTRACT

We generalize LeBrun's explicit "hyperbolic ansatz" construction of self-dual metrics
on connected sums of conformally flat manifolds and CP2 's through a systematic use of the theory
of hyperbolic geomentry and Kleinian groups. (This construction produces [L4], for example,
all self-dual manifolds with semi-free S1-action and with either nonnegative scalar curvature or
positive-definite intersection form.) We then point out a simple criterion for determining the sign
of the scalar curvature of these conformal metrics. Exploiting this, we then show that the sign of
the scalar curvature can change on connected components of the moduli space of self-dual metrics,
thereby answering a question raised by King and Kotschick [K-K].
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August 1992

1 Overview

The curvature tensor R of a Riemannian n-manifold (M, g) may be viewed as

an endomorphism1 of the bundle A2M of 2-forms on M. If n = 4, however,

and if M is oriented, A2M then decomposes as K\M © !\}_M, where Â .

denotes the ± 1-eigenspace of the Hodge star operator • : A2M —» \%M. (We

will henceforth refer to elements of \\M and !s?_M as, respectively, self-dual

and anti-self-dual 2-forms.) If we denote the scalar curvature by s, the Ricci

curvature by r, and the trace-free Ricci tensor by z := r — *g, then we may

express [Be] R as a matrix:

( n + w + * )

where W+ and W~ are respectively called the self-dual and anti-self-dual

Weyl curvature tensor. The so-called Weyl curvature tensor W = W+ 4- W~

of the metric is exactly the conformally invariant part of the full curvature

tensor. As is well known [Ku], W ~ 0 if and oniy if g is a locally-conformally-

flat metric.

Definition. A Riemannian metric g on an oriented 4-manifold will be called

self-dual (respectively, anti-sdf-dual) iff W~ = 0 (respectively, W+ = 0). We

will say that g is half-conforrnaily flat iff it is either self-dual or anti-self-dual.

Notice that if we switch the orientation of the manifold, a self-dual metric

then becomes anti-self-dual, and vice versa. Because the t-operator is con-
1 sometimes called the curvature operator.
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formally invariant on 2-forms, (anti)-self-duality is a conformally invariant

property. Recall that any compact riemannian manifold admits, by confor-

mal deformation, a metric of constant scalar curvature [Sc] and the sign of its

scalar curvature is uniquely determined by the conformal structure. We say

a conformal structure is respectively of type +, 0, - if it admits a conformal

metric of scalar curvature positive, zero, negative respectively.

Basic examples of half-conformally flat manifolds are riemannian sym-

metric spaces: 54 with the standard metric and the complex projective plane

CP2 with Fubini-Study metric. In a different direction [Fla, Gau], a Kahler

surface is anti-self-dual (with respect to the complex orientation) if and only

if the scalar curvature is zero. This provides another route whereby one can

construct examples of anti-self-dual manifolds, e.g. [L3, Y].

In light of these observations, whether compact self-dual manifolds exist

in abundance or not has been an interesting question.

The first important step in this direction was taken by Y.S. Poon [Po],

who, using the twister correspondence established by Penrose [Pe] and

Atiyah-Hitchin-Singer [A-H-S], constructed a one-dimensional family of self-

dual conformal metrics on 2CP2. These conformal classes are of type +.

This result naturally led to speculation as to whether there exist anal-

ogous metrics on nCP2 for every natural number n. Using smoothing of

singular twistor spaces, S. Donaldson and R. Friedman (Here for notational

convenience, for any natural number k, kM denotes the connected sum of

k copies of the smooth manifold M; in the same vein, we will use M$N to

denote the connected sum of two smooth manifolds M and N.) [D-F] showed

that there do indeed exist self-dual conformal metrics on nCP2. Their tech-

niques further show that NA'3SnCP2 admits such metrics for TV > 0 and

n > 2vV 4-1, here K3 denotes the A'3 surface equipped with the anti-complex

orientation. Independently, using the theory of nonlinear elliptic partial dif-

ferential equations, A. Floer also proved [Fl] the existence of self-dual con-

formal metrics on rtCP2.

More recently C. LeBrun [L2] constructed self-dual conformal metrics

on nCP2 explicitly by means of a so-called "hyperbolic ansatz". He then

went on [L4] to construct such metrics on /(S3 x S1)inCP2 for every natural

number / and n , and on 5* x SJnCP 2 for n > 2. In the above, the

"hyperbolic ans.itz" metric can be described as g = f2{Vh + V"1^;2) where

h is a hyperbolic metric on (possibly incomplete) 3-manifold JV, V and / are

positive functions on N, and UJ is a connection on a S1 bundle over N.

A spectacular general existence result has recently been proved by C.

Taubes [Ta], using techniques of nonlinear elliptic PDE, somewhat in the

spirit of Floer's approach:

Theorem 1.1 (Taubes) For any smooth, compact, oriented ̂ -manifold M,

M$nCP2 admit self-dual metrics for any sufficiently large n.

This paper is an outgrowth of the author's thesis work [Kil, Ki2], and in

particular largely describes work performed before the appearance of Taubes'



preprint [Ta]. We will be concerned with generalizing the construction of

hyperbolic ansatz metrics, thereby not only producing existence results for

self-dual metrics but also allowing us to study the detailed geometry, and in

particular the scalar curvature of self-dual metrics on an interesting class of

manifolds.

Suppose that F is a cusp-free geometrically-finite Kleinian group acting

on 7i3, the 3-dimensional hyperbolic space, such that N = "W3/F is a non-

compact hyperbolic 3-manifold, Thus N is topologically the interior of a

compact 3-manifold A' whose boundary ON consists of a finite number of

compact surfaces, henceforth called boundary surfaces. ( Note that by the

Thurston Uniformization Theorem, most irreducible homotopically atoroidal

compact 3-manifolds iV with nonempty boundary 8N do in fact admit such

a hyperbolic structure on the interiors.) As pointed out by P. Braam, there

exists a natural smooth conformal compactification X of S1 x N [Brj. Gen-

eralizing this, we prove that

Theorem 1.2 Tkere exist Explicit hyperbolic ansatz self-dual metrics on

X$mCV2 for all sufficiently large m, provided that H2{N, R.)IH2(dN, R) is

at most 1-dimensional.

Let A(F) denote the limit set of a Kleinian group. We also write d{h(T))

for the Hausdorff dimension of A(F). It is then shown in [S-Y] that for a

quotient manifold of S4 — A(F) by conformal transformations, the type of

conformal structure is identical to the sign (+, 0, —) of 1 — d(A(T)). See also

[Br]. As an exact analogue, we can get such relation by exploiting the ex-

plicitness of the metric; the relation between scalar curvature on constructed

manifolds above and <f(A(F)) is as follows:

Theorem 1.3 Suppose that T is any group as in Theorem 1.1. Then the

type of any of the constructed self-dual conformal structures on XjmCP2 is

identical to the sign of 1 — d(A{T)).

It is worth pointing out that there seems to be no analogous way of

controlling the scalar curvature in the constructions of Donaldson-Friedman,

Floer or Taubes. Of course, there are strong topological obstructions to

the existence of self-dual metrics of non-negative scalar curvature on most

manifolds; in particular [LI], the scalar curvature must automatically be

negative when 6_ > 3, and such topological constraints may suffice for many

purposes. However, our own concerns here will focus on the situation in

which a manifold may admit self-dual metrics with differing signs for the

scalar curvature.

The Klein-Maskit combination theorem for Kleinian groups turns out to

be a powerful tool for the construction of specific examples. Some of the

examples which we will construct herein will give an answer to a question

[K-K] of King and Kotschick in analogy to the behavior of Einstein metrics,

which do have constant sign of the scalar curvature on connected component

of the moduli space [Be]. This sort of behavior was implicitly known in the
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conformally-flat case [Th]; our examples are, by contrast, not conformally

flat:

Theorem 1.4 For any m > 1, and for some I > 2, /ftere exists a continuous

family of self-dual metrics on l(S2 x5')|JmCP such that ike scalar curvature

changes sign.

It remains to be seen whether such families can be chosen so as to avoid

the singular stratum of the moduli space.

In the rest of the paper, we give the proofs of above theorems and present

examples, In the proof of theorem 1.2, the key difficulty in constructing

nontrivial S1 bundles (to be induced from harmonic functions) over N — {a

finite number of points] boils down to veryfing the integrality of a certain

second cohomology class, which is done in section 4, after some preparation in

section 2 and 3. Section 5 goes on to show how to construct the metrics and

manidfolds. Finally, section 6 discusses the scalar curvature of the self-dual

metrics and proves theorem 1.3 and 1.4.

at ••- H - i ^ - . 1 . . : - - ! I _ , .

2 Hyperbolic Geometry

We will let P denote a discrete subgroup of the isometry group

PSL(2,C) = SL(2,C)/{±1} ofH3. In this section, we review some relevant

general facts about 3-dimensional hyperbolic manifolds. We refer the reader

to [Ma, Su] for further details. P extends to act on dH3 fts S2 by conformal

transformations. T is said to be Kltinian if T acts properly discontinuously

on a nonempty open set fi C S2. The limit set of T, A(T), is the set of all

points i £ dH3 = S2 such that there exist a sequence \rj] C P and a point

yeK3 with r,-y — t x. The region of discontinuity fi(T) is 5 s - A(T),

where F acts properly discontinuously.

Let the Hausdorff dimension of a set X in a metric space be denoted by

d(X). Then, we have the theorems of D. Sullivan [Su];

Theorem 2.1 Let T be a geometrically-finite cusp-free Kltinian group. Then

there are constants c and C so that nr, the number of orbit points in the ball

of radius r, satisfies ce''<A'r»)r < nr < Ce<i<A(r»r.

Theorem 2.2 For a geometrically-finite cusp-free Kleinian group T, 1 <

< 2 except that T is Schottky, Fuchsian (or extended Fuchsian).

Note that for Schottky group, 0 < d < 2 [Bea] and for (extended) Fuch-

sian group, 0 < d < 1.



3 Green's Functions on Hyperbolic 3-space

In this section we will construct explicit Green's funtions on our hyperbolic

manifolds and extend them smoothly up to the ideal boundary by exploiting

D. Sullivan's work on discrete hyperbolic motions.

Let po be a fixed point in Ti3 and Vp0 be the orbit of pr, with respect to

F action. Note that Ga[p) = €^,JP)_l with pa{p) = distance(apo, p) satisfies

Then,

Lemma 3.1 Let T be a geometrically-finite cusp-free Kleinian group. Then

v(P) = 1 + £ Ga(P)
cer

is a smooth function on 7i3 —

Proof of Lemma 3.1: For a point p € H3 - {Fp0}, set B'p be the open

ball of radius e (small) centered at p in H3 - {Fp0} with its closure also in

Ti3 - {Tpo}. Let S be the finite set {a € F | distn3(apr,,y) < 1 for some

y e B;}. By theorems 2.1 and 2.2, on Bp>

<
2 " r +

1

- Vc e2'«W - 1

here nr+] is the number of orbit points of p0 in 5I"*"1. RHS uniformly con-

verges on Sp, so J^ogr Ctt is a continuous function on "W3 - {Fpo}. Now V is

a smooth function on W3 - {Fp0) by elliptic regularity. q.e.d.

Let's take the upper-half-space model for the hyperbolic space, i.e. R.̂  =

{(x, y,z)\z>Q} with the metric h = •**'+•%'+**', Here the boundary of H3

is c*W3 as {z = 0} U {oo}. We may assume that A(F) is nonempty and that,

by rotation, oo 6 A(F).

Proposition 3.2 V is smooth up to the boundary {z = 0}-A(F) i.e. dH3'-

A(F).

Let's prove the following technical lemma first:

Lemma 3.3 Let F be as in Lemma 3.1.

Fix a point p0 in K3. For small t, let Bt be an Euclidean closed half ball of

radius f in H3U{dn3 - A(F)}, centered at a fixed point {a, 6,0) € dH3 - \(T)

such that Biot l~l A{F) = <f>. We may assume that B\Q( doesn't contain any

point in the orbit Fpo- Set xo = dist-Hi{apo,[a,b, 1)). Then ,

l n ( c ' - . 2 ) - ( -^ - )* o >C(n , e ) (1)

on Bt for any element a of T. Here n is any natural number such that

1 > ^ y > ^ A j r ^ and C{n,t) is a real number depending only on n and e.

10
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Proof of Lemma 3.3: Set apo = (ao,ba>ca). Recall that the hyperbolic

distance from apt) to (x,y,z) is given by;

pa = cosh"1! ~ " o l

For convenience, set

2zca

ra((x,y,z)) = {x- aay + (y - baf + z1 + c2
a.

T h e n we have

zco

everywhere for every a € F. Now for [x,y,z) € Bc, and set t ing A = \n(ep

A > In— — z Q - l n 2

> I n — -

- I n 2

,{x,yt\)) + distH*{{a,b,\),(x,y,l))}

-cosh-1(^r)--ln2.

for some positive large number M on Bt for all a € F.

Proof of Proposition 3.2: From (1), we get

q.e.d.

11
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on S t centered at (a,i,0).

We introduce m r to be the number of orbit points in the ball of radius r,

centered at (a, 6,1). For convenience, set 6 — d(\(T)) and 6 = ^ y . Then by

theorem 2.1,

where Po is a finite set; Fo = {a € F | xa = dist-ni(apo, (a, b, 1)) < 1}. Since

26 > 6, RHS converges for any such n.

So this implies that Jj- Y,aer phl-i uniformly converges to a continuous

function , say / . on H3 U {dH3 - A(F)}. Now

v = i + ,v = i + L ^ r r

satisfies AV = 0 in distributional sense and identically equal to 1 along

{z = 0} — A(F). So by elliptic regularity for degenerate ellitic differential

operators of characteristic type [Gr, Theorem 11.4], V and / are smooth up

to {z = 0} — AfF). This finishes the proof of Proposition 3.2. q.e.d.

4 Construction of principal circle bundles

We will be mainty interested in hyperbolic quotient manifolds. The following

description of noncompact hyperbolic manifolds is due to [Br, Mo], Let N be

an oriented, irreducible, homotopically atoroidal, compact 3-manifold with

its interior A' and nonempty boundary dN. Assume that either dN has no

torus component or N - D2 x S1. Then by the Thurston Uniformization

12



Theorem, N — N — dN has a complete, geometrically-finite, hyperbolic

structure. This means that A' can be realized as a quotient of H3 by a purely

loxodromic, geometrically-finite, Kleinian group V without cusp. Conversely,

if P is such a group, then N = Ti3/T is the interior of a compact, smooth

manifold TV = (H3 - A(T)}/T whose boundary dN = Q(T)/T consists of a

finite number of compact Riemann surfaces without boundary.

Let's pick out a finite number of points p\,p2,---,Pi from H3 such that

JT(JO,-) are all distinct for the projection IT : H3 —* W3/F. Let

V is a smooth function on H3 - {PJT}J=I,...,I by Lemma 3.1. It is our aim to

show that the 2-form i * dV is an integral class as an element of H2(N, R),

where N = (H3 — {pjr}J=it...,f)/T so that there exists a S1 principal bundle

over N with connection w such that <L) = ±*dV by Chern-Weyl theory. To

this end, let's first assume that T is such that N = %3/T has the second real

homology consisting of only those elements generated by boundary surfaces,

i.e. H2{N,R)(x H2(77,R)) = i,(Ht(dN,R)), where L is the induced map

from the inclusion; dN —* N. By a boundary surface we mean an element

of Hi(N, R) corresponding to a component of dN.

Proposition 4.1 Assume that Hj(N,R) is spanned by the boundary stir-

faces. If N has k boundary surfaces, then for some choice of I points with

1 > k, Pi,Pi, —,Pi in W3, [j; * ^V] •'* an integral class in H2(N,R).

13

We will split the proof of proposition 4.1 into two lemmas below. What

we have to show is that for a nontrivial homology class [S] € Ht{N, R) with

its representative compact surface S,

Js2w

If [S] is represented by small sphere centered at some pt, then we will see

below that the integration value is an integer. Now assume that S is homol-

ogous to a boundary surface S C dN. We have a diffeomorphism between a

neighborhood U of 5 and S x [0,1], with S = S x {1} and 5 = 5 x {0}.

In section 3, we proved that for p3 € H3, G*p is smooth up to the

boundary with GTpj = z2fPj with fPj smooth, using the same notation as in

the section. Also easily we can see, by writing down terms, that *dG^p —

*d(zifPl) can be extended as a smooth 2-form up to the boundary. So,

We define a map * : {H3)1 —* R* by

P2,-,Pk) = {xux2,..,xk) (2)

For convenience, let's consider I — k case first. Let Si, 5j , ...,.?* be

the k boundary surfaces. Then dH3 — A(F) is partitioned into k open sets

nuii2,:.,iik with 5, = fti/r.

14



Note that

(i) Under our assumptiosn on f, the Lebesgue measure of A(F) in S2 ft:

is zero [Ma, Su],

(ii) For fl C 8H3 - \{T), / n *dGp is equal to (=-)• {Lebesgue measure (with

respect to the unit tangent sphere at p) of the set of oriented hyperbolic

geodesies through p which hit £1 at infinity}, cf [L3].

(iii) There is a consevation property from (i) and (ii) that for each p in H3,

By (iii), 4> actually maps into a (fc — 1) dimensional simplex, say A*"1. It

is not hard to show that $ is a smooth map. In fact, if we set Gp = z2 fv as

before, then /ft *dGv = /ft> 2fpdxdy which is a smooth function of p in H3.

We now need a more subtle result:

Lemma 4.2 $ can be extended smoothly to

* : {H3 U {dH* - \(T)))k —» A*"1

Proof of Lemma 4.2: By symmetry of G(p,q) = Gp{q), G(p,q) is smooth

on {H3 x t f - diagonal) U {(8W3 - A ( r ) ) x t f } U ( H 3 i < ( W - A ( r ) ) } . The

case Jfc = 1 is trivial so assume k > 2. (ii) implies that $ can be extended

continuously up to the boundary uj^fi, = dTi3 - A(F).

£ fQj *dGv equals zero if p € {ujlifti} - flJ7 and —1 if p e ft, by conser-

vation property (iii). It will be enough to show oniy that Jn *dGp is smooth

15

as a function of p upto fl,- with i ^ j . Let's set j = 2 and : = 1, In the

upper half space model with (x,y,z) coordinates with z > 0 for the hyperbolic

space, we may assume that fii is bounded in z = 0.

Set F(p) = /Oa *<iGp = / n j 2fp(-)dxdy for p € W3. For p = { i .y ,*) and

p = dist{p,q = (xLjy^zi)),

- 1.

Now

(y -

is smooth on Ti3 U Hi and 4> can be extended STnoothly. q.e.d.

Now choose p10 = {ai,bi, 0) € Hi and define a curve Ci(t) = (a,,6,, () with

( = z1, where (x,y,z) are the upper half space coordinates. Then define

C,(t) = {p\a,pie, ..,C,{t), .,pkj with C, in i-th entry.

If a set of vectors {wx,W2, --,w,} in a vector space W spans W as linear

combinations of w, with positive (nonnegative) coefficients, then we shall

simply say that the vectors positively ( nonnegatively, respectively) span W.

Setting

Compute

= /

2fc,{t)(-)dxdy

1
-dxdy < 0,

16



here above integration is negative because flj has the opposite orientation to

[dx,dy). So the entries of vt = < ,̂(0) — ( u , ] , ^ , ..,t>;/t) has sign Va > 0 and

vn < 0 for i £ j , and £*=» t>0- = 0.

These u, have the property as follows:

Lemma 4.3 «i , t2, . . ,ut nonnegatively spans T(_ii_ii.i_1jAfc~1 (let's denote

this simply by T ) and there exist positive numbers Ci,Ct,.,Ck such that

Proof of Lemma 4.3: It is not hard to show that vi, V2, ,.,t>*_i are linearly

independent. Their nonnegative linear combinations form a (k-1) dimen-

sional convex cone. And Vk is clearly not in the cone because Vkk > 0. If

t>i,t>2i--, i^ does not nonnegatively span whole T which is to be identified

with {ii + x2 + .. + Xk — 0} , then there exist a nonzero vector v in T such

that v -Vi > 0. Setting v = {ax,a?,..,ak) with Yli=ia> = °> w e compute, for

each i,

Since v,j < 0 for i ^ j , this implies that v is zero vector. This gives a

contradiction. So, U(,f2,.., f̂c nonnegatively span T and the last statement

of the lemma is easy to see. q.e.d.

Proof of Proposition 4.1: Now we apply the maximal rank theorem and

get a continuous curve 7(() in {H3 U (dH* - A(r))}* such that f(t) £ {H3)k

17

and $ = ( — 1 , - 1 , . , —1) on 7. This proves the case I = k. It is easy to verify

Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 similarly for / > it.

Therefore, for / > k, we get configurations of points pi,p2,...,pi in H3

such that [^ * dV] is an integral class in H2(M, R). q.e.d.

As a consequence of Proposition 4.1, there exists a S1 principal fiber

bundle P over N = (H3 - {pjT}j=i,i,.,i)/r with a connection form u> such

that dui = *dV.

Let's discuss on how to get the integrality in the presence of interior

homology elements i.e. the elements which is not in the span of the homology

elements represented by boundary surfaces.

Assume that the dimension of H2(N,R)/H2(dN, R) is 1-dimensional so

that there exists an interior element [S] of H^{N, R) with a compact surface

representative S.

In addition to $ in (2), we also define

*s is then denned on {(H3 - T • S] U fi(r)}'. Since $ in (2) has the maximal

rank along U\ x f/2 x .. x £/(, where U, is an open set in some fi^), U Pi

*~ 1 ( - / i , - / 2 , . . , -4 ) with natural numbers 1± +12 +.. + lk = I is (31 - k + 1)-

dimensional submanifold of U, where U is a neighborhood of U\ x Ui x .. x Ui

18



in {7i3 U Q(F)}'. For convenience, we may suppose U to be Vt x V2 x ... x Vj

where V, is diffeomorphic to U, x [0,1).

Since F • S is away from f2(F), F - S lies in a compact subset of H3 in

some upper half space coordinates. Also, S can be assumed smooth almost

everywhere and the integand *dGPl is smooth on the appropriate domain.

Therefore we may consider 4>s to be smooth on U.

Define V = Wn*-1(-; , ,- /2 , . . ,- ; t)-{(pi:P2,.-P() I some Pi € £/,}- Let's

restrict Oj on V ; $s : V —^ R+ . Since $s on V is a priori a nonconstant

map, d$s 7̂  0 at some point p e V (actually we could just compute it as

in the proof of proposition 4.1). So d$s / 0 on a neighborhood Up of p

in V, and so for some rational number ^ , $ s ' ( ^ ) ' s a (3t - k)-dimensional

submanifold of Up. From this we can deduce that we can choose as many

points as possible (here we need any multiple of m points) from i j 1 ^ ) . The

only thing we have to worry about is two points a; = (p,^,p!2, -.,p;;) i = l,2

with pi, = P2, for somes in {1,2,..,.'}, but when Qi is chosen first, this does

not give restriction to the choice of next one a2 because first choice doesn't

reduce the dimension of the data space.

Now we strengthened the proposition 4.1. Recall the notation N — H3/T

and N = (H3-{r

Proposit ion 4.4 Assume that H2(N,R)/H2(dN,R) is at

most 1-dimensional. Then therz exist a natural number m0 such that for

any m > m0 there exist m-points pi,p2,-.,Pm in Ti3, for which [^ * d\] is

19

an integral class in H2(N,Yi).

So there exists a 51 bundle over N.

5 Construction of compact self dual mani-
folds

In [G-H], Gibbons and Hawking found an ansatz for complete noncompact

Ricci flat self-dual metrics with circSe actions in terms of harmonic functions

on R3, the 3-dimensional Euclidean space. In [L2], LeBrun developed a

corresponding hyperbolic ansatz for self-dual metrics with circle actions. In

contrast to the Gibbons and Hawking case, these hyperbolic-ansatz metrics

are typically conformally compactifiable, and thus can be used to produce

compact self-dual manifolds.

We now describe the basic structure of the hyperbolic-ansatz self-dual

metrics. For convenience, we will use the upper half space model with

{x,y, z)-coordinates for H3 as in section 3.

Proposition 5.1 (C. LeBrun [L2])

Lei V be any positive solution of the Laplace-Beltrami equation

AV = 0

on a region V C 'H3 of hyperbolic 3-space, and assume that the cohomology

class of ̂  *dV is integral. Then if UJ is a connection form for a circle bundle

20



whose curvature is *dV, then

is half conformally flat.

In section 4, we constructed a S1 principal fiber bundle

7T: p —, N - (H* - uJ=1,2,.,j{

with a connection form u> such that dm = +dV. We can get a smooth

conformal compactification of P, let X , by adding a finite number of points

and boundary surfaces {S,},=i,..,/t which are to be identified with the ideal

surfaces at infinity {8H3 ~ A(T)}/r. And if we let X be the conformal

compactification of S1 x A" as in section 1. Then above A' is diffeomorphic

to XjmCP2 i.e. the connected sum of X and m copies of CP2 's , [L2, L3].

Now we can summarize above;

Theorem 5.2 Suppose that T is a cusp-fret geometrically-finite Kleinian

group such that N = 7f/V is a noncompact hyperbolic 3-manifold. If

H?(N, R)/H2{dN, R) is at most 1-dimensional, then there exist (anti)-self-

dual metrics on XflmCP2 for all sufficiently large natural number m.

We note the following which is a consequence of the proof of proposition

4.1.

Remark 5.1. We note the following which is a consequence of the proof of

proposition 4.1; In the case that H2(N,R) = H3(dN,R), X|)mCP2 admits
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self dual metrics for any natural number m bigger than or equal to the number

of boundary surfaces in N.

The author believes that theorem 5.2 may still be valid in the general

case of an arbitrary number of generators of interior second homology.

6 Geometry of the constructed manifolds

Recall from section 1 that for a quotient manifold of 54 — A(P) by conformal

transformations, the conformal structure is of type +, 0, — if and only if

1 — rf(A(F)) is +, 0, — respectively. Since our construction is based on such

quotient manifolds description, we may hope to get an analogous statement

for our self dual metrics. Indeed, we will prove the following.

Theorem 6.1 Suppose that T is any group as in Theorem 5.2. Then the

type of any of the constructed self-dual conformal structures on XftmCP2 is

identical to the sign of 1 -

Remark 6.1. If we succeed to get self dual metrics on the connected sum of

conformal compactification of ("K3/F) x S1 for general T with many CP2 's

by similar argument as shown in Theorem 5.2, then above theorem is also

true for this general case.

Proof of Theorem 6.1: Here we consider the self-dual metrics g of the

form g = F2(Vh + V^w2) as constructed in section 4 on the underlying
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differentiable manifold for fixed F. Let's use (x, y, z) coordinates in the upper

half space model again. If we compute the scalar curvature of the above

metric, we get ;

R(g) = — {F - zF, - z2(FIX + Fyy + Fzz)}. (3)

Note that the sign of scalar curvature depends only on F and its derivatives.

ConformaUy flat case is a special case of these, where V = 1.

Suppose that d(A(T)) < 1. The other cases that d{i\(T)) > 1 or

d(A(F)) = 1 can be handled in a similar way. We have to show that

there exists a function F on X such that R(g) is positive, for the metric

g = F2(Vh + V~lu2) on X. First note that Schoen-Yau [S-Y] result says

that if V = 1, we can choose a smooth function, say F\, positive except along

z = 0, such that (3) is positive. The key point is that we can choose Fi as

^-invariant. In fact, set g\ = F2(h + dt2), then from the formula involving

conformal Laplacian, we get

^F 3 • R(gi) = (d'dF, - ±F,) > 0. except along 2 = 0. Set F =

~h Is1 Fi(x-> y> zi 'M* t n e average function over 5 l fibers which is S1 invariant.

If we define g2 = F2(h + dt2), then

1 F :

6
= ™-t*
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except along 2 = 0. So R(g2) is of type +. This F is the function we were

looking for; g •= F2(Vk + V"1^2) is a well defined metric on the manifold

by the nature of the construction, namely that, g can be extended smoothly

to {[Fpj]}j ind also to the boundary surfaces because of the 51 invariance.

q.e.d.

Now we would like to describe specific examples and discuss a theorem on

the scalar curvature and the moduli space of self-dual conformal structures.

Let's start with the basic example.

Example 6.1. SA with standard metric : No points taken out and F = {e}.

Then, the fixed surface is S2 SB &H3 • We start with

7T : P = 7? x 51 —• H3

which is the trivial S1 bundle, and extend to

ir: {K3 x S1} U S* = {S4 - S2} u S2 = 54 —> H3 u dn3

And this can be understood at metric level; with V = 1,

g is the Euclidean metric and so conformally compactifiable to S4, with the

boundary surface S2 at infinity.
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Example 6.2. Conformally flat metrics [Br]: No points taken out and F

general ( i.e. H3/Y is a noncompact hyperbolic 3 manifold with a cusp-free

geometrically-finite Kleinian group).

Example 6.3. Self-dual metrics on / C P 2 [L2J : The fixed surface is S2 = dW3.

Integrality is trivial in this case because F = {e}. We take out / points

Pi, -..,pi from Ti.3.

Example 6.4. Kahler metrics metrics with zero scalar curvature (so anti-self-

dual) on (S2 x S«,)j/CP2 with / > 2 [L3, L4j. Here S2 x S3 may be replaced

by some ruled surfaces over S3. Here F is a Fuchsian group F such that H2/T

is a compact Rieman surface of genus g > 2.

Before next examples, we need to introduce the Kletn-Maskit combina-

tion theorems of Kleinian group theory and the boundary connected sum

construction of new examples of hyperbolic 3-manifolds. [Br, Ma, Mo]

Definition: Assume that r0, Fi are Kleinian groups as in section 4. For a

pair of points x, 6 eW;, take open half ball A'j centered at xt. Then the

boundary connected sum of Nj and iV2, A^A^ is defined to be

wher p is an isometry : dK\ —* dK?.

The first combination theorem says that under same hypothesis as above,

the boundary connected sum, say N, is isometric to H3/T with F being a
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Kleinian group which, in PSL(2,C), is the free product of Fi and

for some g G PSL{2,C).

Let Xr be the conformal compactjfication of 51 x (W3/F). In conformally

flat case, P, Braam observed the following.

Proposition 6.2 // F is the Kleinian group corresponding to a boundary

connected sum of7i3/T\ and Ti3/T2, then F is a Kleinian group such that

Xj- 1$ the 51 -equivariant conformal connected sum of Mr, and Mr2 at points

in the fixed surfaces.

Now we are going to use Proposition 6.2. The boundary connected sum

of two manifolds /V, = ?i3/T, with A-,- (i = 1,2) boundaries cannot create

extra Hi interior homoiogy elements and the number of boundary surfaces

for JV1&JV3 is kx + k2 - 1. By Proposition 6.2 and Theorem 5.2, we get self

dual metrics on connected sum of Xr^Xrj with CP2 's if each A"r,t|CP2

admits setf dual metric by the theorem 5.2. This helps to get explicit self

dual metrics on a number of topologicat manifolds. We can take for instance;

Example 6,5. Self dual metrics on k(S3 x Sl)tm{S2 x SJjJ/CP2 for fc > 0

and / > m + 1.

Here are some remarks on the geometry of Example 6.5.

Remark 6.2. The self-dual metrics on k(S3 x S')||/CP2 describe all self-dual

metrics with a semi-free action on the manifold and have any sign of metrics,
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because of theorem 6.1 and the fact that there exist Schottky groups of any

Hausdorff dimension between 0 and 2 [Br, S-Y].

Remark 6.3. A 7£-minimal metric on a 4-dimensional manifold M is defined

to be a riemannian metric which gives the minimum value of the energy

functional /M \R\*dvola among all riernannian metrics on M. The examples

in the above remark supplies explicit non-hermitian non-conformaily-flat 1Z-

minimal metrics .

Remark 6.4. k(S3 x S')ttm(52 x Ss)j|/CP2 for m > J+l have self-dual metrics

with negative scalar curvature if either m > 2 or k, m > 1.

Example 6.6. Given a hyperbolic 3-manifold N as in theorem 5.2, we can

show that N = Nt(S3/T), where F is a finite group acting freely and properly

discontinously on S3, also satisfies the conditions of the theorem 5.2. Let's

say fi[ = ft3/f. There exist self-dual metrics on X^mCP2.

A. King and D. Kotschick [K-K] studied the moduli space M of self-dual

conformal structures and asked if the Yamabe invariant can change sign on a

connected component of M for X a self-dual manifold of nonzero signature.

From theorem 5.2, we can prove;

Theorem 6.3 Thtre exists a continuous family of sdj-dual metrics on a

connected component of the moduli space of self-dual structures on 1{S3 x

51)|jmCP i for any m > 1, and for some I > 2, which changes the ?ign of

the scalar curvature.
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Proof: By a quasi-conformal deformation theory on the moduli space of

Schottky groups on hyperbolic 3-space, any two Schottky groups can be

connected by an analytic curve V[t) in the moduli space. Suppose one of

them has the Hausdorff dimension of limit set bigger than one (cf. Remark

6.2) and the other smaller than one. We now have a family of metrics gt =

ft(Vth + V r ' t ^ ) on US3 x S '^roCP2 for any m > 1, and for some / > 2.

Again, from the proof of theorem 6.1, its scalar curvature only depends on

/[. As P(() varies smoothly on (, /( varies smoothly too because / ( only has

to invariant under a finite number of generators of T(t). q.e.d.
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